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Abstract—Satellite Coverage Analysis is a fundamental per-
formance assessment element in remote sensing and commu-
nications services projects. Coverage is a key parameter in
the constellation operation and design for missions relying on
several satellites. Since coverage areas over the surface of the
Earth change with time, intersecting and drifting apart, the
dynamics of every satellite influence the constellation’s behavior
as a whole. For this reason, every configuration change, be it
in the number of satellites or their relative positions, heavily
impacts the cost/performance of the mission. This paper presents
a constellation-to-ground coverage analysis model that enables
the rapid evaluation of areas on the surface of the Earth. The
method leverages geodetic projections and an oblate Earth model
and uses dynamic transformation and anti-transformation tech-
niques combined with polygon Boolean operations. Timestamped
datasets are obtained to account for the dynamics of the scenario,
which can be exploited in statistical coverage analysis of the
constellation. Our empirical evaluations show that this approach
is superior in accuracy and computation effort compared to
traditional net-point techniques. While net-point approaches are
at the core of state-of-the-art commercial software, they are
approximate. We show that, for finer grid granularity, the net-
point schemes converge to our polygon-based results.

Index Terms—Coverage computation, Satellite Constellations,
LEO satellite

I. INTRODUCTION

Earth coverage is a fundamental performance measure in
satellite constellations design and management. The number
of spacecraft a mission needs largely depends on the con-
stellation’s ability to access well-defined regions on the Earth
and the mission’s requirements in terms of utility and/or data
output [1]. Since Earth’s topography is anything but homo-
geneous and political divisions are irregular, often following
the landscape’s morphology features, an Earth observation
Mission Region(s) of Interest (ROIs) can take any shape or
size [2], [3]. Time-dependent coverage to these areas from
one or more satellite instruments requires a detailed analysis if
precise analysis and predictions on the constellation’s behavior
are to be performed.

Coverage analysis is usually carried out using computer
simulations, which get more demanding with increasing con-
stellation size and complexity. However, decreasing launch
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costs and other economic factors (like the availability of COTS
components) have induced a trend [4]–[7] towards distributed,
small-satellite based missions [8], [9].

This brings back into discussion the so-called
“constellation-to-ground coverage problem”, which
traditionally has been addressed using probabilistic statistical
models [10], [11], judgment theorems [1], performance
methods based on transformation groups [12], [13], numerical
solving of differential equations [14], and interpolation
algorithms [15]. All these approaches aim to find metrics
for satellite access towards aiding mission analysis and
design, but have some common shortcomings. First, each
method restricts certain aspects of the general constellation-
to-ground coverage problem, such as continuous global or
region-restricted coverage. Second, in mathematical modeling,
approximations are required; therefore, the obtained results
are inexact and qualitative [16].

Analytical approximation methods have also been pro-
posed. Ulybyshev’s first proposed method [17] exploits a
two-dimensional coverage-mapping plane for which the right
ascension of the ascending node and time are considered
dimensions of space to find revisit times, constrained to
circular, far from the pole regions. The authors then propose a
more general method [18], focused on obtaining maximum
revisit times with several constraints, such as a spherical
Earth model. However, secular variations of orbital elements
are considered. These last two methods serve the purpose
of determining access frequency. Still, no information on the
coverage area to at least N-satellites, visibility constraints, or
region of interest access is considered all at once. Zhang et al.
propose a geometrical multi-satellite discontinuous-coverage
analysis method [19] centered around obtaining performance
metrics regarding revisit time. While its also constrained to a
spherical Earth problem, it improves semi-analytical methods
proposed by Crisp [20], which focuses on calculating the
maximum revisit time of symmetric constellation for different
altitudes, target latitudes, and constellation configurations, and
Razoumny’s approach [21], [22], who analyzed the discontinu-
ous coverage of route satellite constellation using deterministic
and stochastic approaches. However, the methods mentioned
above have one or more restrictions commonly associated with
the constellation-to-ground problem. These limitations include
dependency on a spherical Earth, reliance on the symmetry of
analyzed constellations, dependency on satellite propagators
for the analytical approach, and the inability to access regions
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of interest for analysis. To overcome these limitations, we
propose an alternative method in this work. It is important to
note that while our approach does not consider circular FOVs
based on intersections over a spherical Earth, we do consider
near-circular FOVs based on other assumptions.

This paper proposes a new paradigm for calculating satel-
lite coverage metrics for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Satellite
constellations of any ROI over the surface of the Earth that
can be approximated by a piece-wise polygon comprised of
segments between geographic coordinates. The ROI(s) and
its intersections with the satellite’s access areas are defined
by N -sided precise, non-self-intersecting irregular polygons.
These polygons capture surface areas more accurately than
collections of grid points. Therefore, they are a better base for
approximate calculations than methods based on net points.
The core idea of the proposed methodology is to exploit
Boolean operations algorithms for polygons together with fast
orbital propagators, combined with a series of transformations
between Euclidean and Non-Euclidean spaces. This allows
us to avoid complex polygon operations in three-dimensional
space as the ones required to deal with surfaces over the
Earth, which have analytical solutions for special cases or are
constricted to sphere operations [23], [24]. To account for the
Earth’s oblateness, we harvest and improve upon the method
proposed by Nugnes et al. [25], [26] to obtain conical fields
of view. In particular, we exploit their method to obtain a
conical set of points from a given visibility elevation threshold,
replacing the originally suggested iterative procedure to obtain
the half-aperture angle through a binary search algorithm.
Then, the essential difference with existing work relies pre-
cisely on exploiting fast Boolean operations and satellite-to-
Earth vector-intersecting algorithms to translate the problem
of access between points on a spheroid with constraints in
elevation threshold to a 2D realm, where finding access to
N satellites changes from a 3D space net-point grid to N-
satellite(s) propagated positions in time problem, to a polygon
intersection problem, where only access region boundaries are
needed, which we demonstrate to be a fast alternative that
yields accurate results. In terms of application, our research’s
main contributions can be divided into two main areas: mission
phase and domain. For the mission phase, we contribute the
following points of interest.

• Constellation design: defining the parameters of a LEO
constellation to optimize mission performance when eval-
uating specific metrics.

• Constellation operations: scheduling specific tasks at the
right moment to maximize a mission’s data output, e.g.,
an adequate percentage of coverage is reached.

and for the mission domain:

• Communications: obtaining analytic throughput estima-
tions and ensuring that N receiving/transmitting gateways
cover specific areas.

• Earth observation: determining areas and timestamps to
perform interferometric and stereographic acquisitions
with N observation points and maximize data frequency
(i.e., to reduce overlapping) for a specific region of
interest served by N sensors.

• Navigation: supporting trilateration that requires at least
N satellites in the served region.

The paper is organized as follows. Based on net point
divisions, an overview of the traditional approach to the con-
stellation to Earth coverage problem is presented and discussed
in Section II. Section III-B provides helpful definitions used
in the model, to then present the algorithm steps. Section IV
presents three use cases purposefully designed to overlap and
intersect a set of ROIs on the surface of the Earth. Conclusions
and future perspectives are summarized in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

According to Wertz, one of the most important coverage
characteristics is that Earth coverage is not a Gaussian param-
eter, and statistical data can give misleading results [2, page
459]. This leads to the recurring need for quick and precise
analyses of many operating scenarios during mission design,
be it for early considerations on possible configurations or for
planning complex maneuvers during late phases of the mission
(e.g., satellite re-positioning) [27], [28]. For Low Earth Orbits
(LEOs), which are orbits that fall between 200-300 km to
1600 km in height, orbital speeds reach velocities up to ∼7.5
km/s, which means that the area that a satellite sees (access
area) drifts rapidly [29]. For higher orbits such as Medium
Earth Orbits (MEOs), between 3000 km and 35790 km, or
Geosynchronous Earth Orbits (GEOs), precisely at 35790 km,
orbital speeds are lower, and access areas are larger [2, table
2.7]. In the introduction, several algorithms are presented,
and each has advantages and restrictions when addressing the
constellation-to-ground coverage problem. Table I summarizes
each of the relevant characteristics of this work, denoted by
its corresponding reference, alongside Agi’s STK (System
Tool Kit) and our proposal. Since net-point division analysis
algorithms are commonly used in coverage analysis [30],
and they fulfill several of the relevant characteristics, in the
following section, we will present how this method works with
some of its advantages and downsides.

A. Net-point method

This method places a set of coordinates within a Region
of Interest (ROI) in a uniform pattern, and relative positions
between each point and each satellite are computed. Coverage
to a delimited area surrounding a point is assumed to occur
if accessible [16]. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume
that access areas of instantaneous Field of View (FOV) are the
areas over the surface of the Earth where a device has a line
of sight of at least one satellite above a certain elevation over
the horizon. Therefore, the resulting FOVs are approximately
circular areas on the Earth’s surface as depicted in Fig. 1.
In practice, these footprints depend on the satellite’s sensors,
instruments, or antenna’s radiation patterns and the Earth’s
shape [7]. Fig. 2 shows three access areas overlapping at a
given instant. The ROI is also assumed to be sufficiently small
not to evidence the Earth’s curvature in this depiction. The ROI
meshes into a grid of points or coordinates, and access areas
are named R, G, and B. We can observe satellites’ FOVs in
Red, Green, and Blue. In the typical analysis, each coordinates
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TABLE I: Comparison between Earth coverage analysis algorithms.

[10] [11] [1] [12], [13] [14] [18] [16] [21], [22] [19] [20] STK Proposed alg.
Allows different FOVs ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓1 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Allows any LEO satellite orbit ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Allows for analysis near the
poles ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Allows for horizon visibility el-
evation threshold analysis ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Allows for ROI percentage of
access analysis in the time do-
main

✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓2 ✓ ✓

Allows the usage of several or-
bital propagators ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Independent of net-point grid
granularity ✓3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Considers Earth’s oblateness 4 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

1 It is not implemented the published work.
2 Restricted to target latitudes and longitudes.
3 It does not rely on net-point area subdivisions.
4 Excluding those that consider the Earth’s shape as a source of gravitational perturbations.

Earth

Access Areas

ROI

Fig. 1: Depiction of circular FOVs over the surface of the
Earth, intersecting a Region Of Interest.

{a, f : 1, 5} will be computed alongside the satellite’s position
and an Earth’s geometry model to determine if access is
possible; albeit in this case, we assume positive access as
having a line of sight from a satellite to a point and vice versa.
A set of data comprising timestamped N satellite(s) access
points can be constructed using the net point information. For
example, if we assume that each square in Fig. 2 represents 1
unit of area, at the depicted instant in time, 16 area units have
access to N = 1 satellite, 11 units reached by 2 satellites, and
finally, 3 units with 3 satellites in view. Some characteristics
of this method are discussed in the following paragraphs.

a) Grid precision: The precision depends entirely on the
ROI’s grid granularity or how dense and uniformly distributed
the point population is. This measure is given in degrees and
establishes the separation amongst the net points. For each
point, computations must be performed to assess whether
a satellite’s access is possible. As the grid becomes more
precise, the computation time needed to perform the analysis

1

2

3

4

5

a b c d e f

ROI

Access area for
satellite G 

Access area for
satellite R 

Access area for
satellite B 

N = 1

N = 2

N = 3

Fig. 2: Detail of a meshed ROI, access areas for three
intersecting FOVs, and grid access to N Satellites. Points
{a, b : 1, 5} and {c, d : 2, 5} have access to Satellite G, points
{b, f : 1, 1} and {c, f : 1, 3} have access to Satellite B and
finally, points {c, f : 3, 5} and {d, f : 2, 5} have access to
Satellite R. With only this information, it is possible to derive
that some points will have access to one satellite or N multiple
satellites, as it is the case for points {b, 1},{b, 2},{c, 2} having
access to 2 Satellites (G and B) and points {c, 3},{d, 2},{d, 3}
to all 3 Satellites.

increases, which works against the ability to iterate over a
scenario quickly. Furthermore, if the ROI size increases, but
grid granularity is kept constant, so does the effect that a close-
to-edge point has: if a coordinate falls just near the FOV of a
satellite, it will induce an error proportional to the size of the
area surrounding said coordinate.
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b) ROI size: In the classical net-point division method,
the coverage state of the net point is regarded as that of the
corresponding grid cell. That is, if a satellite constellation can
cover the net point, it is considered that the constellation can
cover the entire corresponding grid cell; otherwise, it is consid-
ered that the constellation has no coverage for the correspond-
ing grid cell. This is called the 0-1 judgment strategy [31].
If the ROI size increases with its grid granularity remaining
constant, the number of net points will increase proportionally
to this increment. According to the algorithm’s principle, if
the results’ precision increases N -fold, the computing time
will increase N2-fold. Thus, this method is usually unsuitable
for large regions under high accuracy requirements. Overall,
the net point division method exhibits a low computational
efficiency and little reliability of the results [30], [32].

c) Orbit propagation: Orbit propagation accounts for
much of the computation time needed for coverage analysis.
This is: predicting every satellite’s position over time while
considering all necessary orbital perturbations. The net point
approach requires a precise notion of the rise and set times
of the satellites, a measure that converges towards an instant
in time using sub-sampling algorithms. Re-propagating or
approximating a given satellite’s position is required, and thus,
some knowledge of the orbit dynamics. These procedures
increase processing time, and not using them significantly
decreases the net point method’s accuracy, as shown in section
IV.

B. Polygon-based methods

We identified three publications that propose polygon-based
approaches for addressing the constellation-to-ground cover-
age problem. Shaojun et al. present an area-based method to
compute gaps in satellite availability on the surface of the
Earth, using a statistical analysis based on the ratio of the
total area of the holes (regions without connectivity) to the
Region of Interest [32]. They assess coverage gaps over time
using interpolation techniques, obtaining the first polygon in-
tersection points over a spherical model of the Earth, which are
subsequently adjusted to fit an ellipsoidal model. Finally, the
area is obtained using numerical integration based on Green’s
Theorem for a polygonal area on a sphere’s surface. Dai et
al. use a geometric subdivision approach, decomposing larger
regions into sub-regions and interpreting the multi-satellite
coverage problem as a one-satellite coverage problem [31].
They obtain a set of adjacent convex triangular polygons for
a given scenario time-step, consisting of several arc segments
representing the path amongst the polygon vertices. Using their
analytical approach, they can determine the Earth’s surface
area based on the assumption of a spherical shape.. Song et
al. propose a method called Cell Area Analytical Method [16].
This method is based on the net point approach but defines
a cell around each grid point that is progressively partitioned
until it converges to a desired precision. The algorithm outputs
a spherical polygon that defines the Region of Interest reached
by N-satellites, and the coverage rate is computed afterward.

III. MODEL

Performing analysis involving the Earth’s surface is a well-
known issue in Geography and Satellite Applications [33],
[34]. Involving astrodynamics such as Constellation-to-ground
coverage analysis and non-spherical models of the Earth
further increases the complexity of the problem [35], [36].
Since dealing with any non-euclidean plane is challenging,
the issue is usually approached by making compromises,
simplifications, and assumptions. We identify three main items
in the case of the study of the Earth’s surface: i) assuming a
spherical Earth model, ii) restricting analysis on small regions,
and iii) restricting analysis far from the poles. Some provide
the bases for comprehensible and easy-to-implement methods,
which are precise enough for specific applications [36], [37],
but fall short when pushed outside their limits.

A. Definitions

a) Euclidean and Non-Euclidean spaces: In the context
of the presented work, we will refer to the Euclidean plane as
a two-dimensional plane that answers to the modern definition
of Euclidean space. A Non-Euclidean mathematical space is
every space that does not answer to the definition of Euclidean
space in at least one of its postulates. The main difference that
characterizes a core concept in each one, and that we care the
most for our method, is how the shortest path between two
points is defined in one or the other, given that we will deal
with closed polygons. Those can be thought of as a series of
consecutive segments. We will focus on spheres and ellipsoids
among the several examples that exist for non-Euclidean
planes. This is because we need to deal with points over the
surface of the Earth, which is approximated by a sphere or an
ellipsoid for all intents and purposes of this explanation. The
shortest path between points in any Riemannian manifold is
called a Geodesic, where a Riemannian manifold is a smooth
topological space that allows the construction of metrics such
as distance, angles, and area. In a Cartesian Plane, a Geodesic
is a simple straight line; in spheres, they are curves referred
to as Great Circles. An essential part of this work deals with
mapping regions delimited by points in different types of
spaces and/or determining whether the enclosed regions by
these points intersect or not. Transformations between different
geometric spaces is a process where compromises need to be
made since it is impossible to preserve all the properties of a
shape after applying a transformation to the points or segments
that define it. The most common example of a spheroid-to-
plane transformation is the widely used Mercator Projection,
used to map the surface of the Earth, whose shortcomings are
wildly known and criticized, mainly the extreme deformation
that shapes exhibit near the Earth’s poles [38].

b) Geographic Coordinate System (GCS): The simplest,
oldest, and most widely used coordinate system for positions
on the surface of the Earth is the Geographic Coordinate
System (GCS), which measures and communicates positions
using two pairs of angles: Latitude and Longitude. The usual
notation for this coordinate is the tuple (Lat, Lon). Although
this is similar to a Cartesian coordinate system, the tuple
does not represent a coordinate on a planar surface. Instead,
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Latitude and Longitude are angle measurements from the
equator and the Greenwich meridian, respectively. In this work
the assumed possible ranges are (−90◦, 90◦) for the Latitude
and (−180◦, 180◦) for the Longitude.

c) Access Area Polygon (AAP): We will now define an
Access Area Polygon (AAP) as a set of coordinates enclosing
a region over the surface of the Earth. The term Area is
coined as part of the definition, although we are dealing with
non-planar surfaces. As stated in the introduction, coverage
areas, and therefore AAPs, can take the form of any irregular
polygon when viewed from a zenithal position, provided it is
not self-intersecting. Fig. 3 shows three examples of irregular
polygons, where a and b are valid inputs for the algorithm
presented in this work, and c should be treated as two separate
polygons if such type of shape is needed. This means

a b c

Fig. 3: Example for three irregular polygons, where a and
b are non-self-intersecting shapes and c is a self-intersecting
quadrilateral

that coverage areas can be any region on Earth that can be
approximated as a piece-wise non-self-intersecting polygon,
such as latitude-longitude bounded regions, spherical polygons
(provided a geodesic is drawn in-between coordinates) or
irregular polygons representing a country’s boundaries. A clas-
sic usage of coverage areas in satellite operations is drawing
the instantaneous access areas of Earth-to-satellite visibility
at a given time for one or more satellites. These areas are
approximately spherical caps, as the ones depicted in Fig. 4,
that, when viewed from above, take the appearance of circular
AAPs, as shown in Fig. 5. These AAPs comprise collections of

Fig. 4: Example of three valid AAPs intersecting over the
surface of the Earth

coordinates enclosing a solid portion of the Earth. A polygon
segment is defined between each successive coordinate, and

the number of segments that form a polygon is a key parameter
that determines the level of precision when approximating a
smooth, continuous access area. Intersection points between
AAPs are critical to understanding what is needed to obtain
coverage areas. In the Euclidean plane, these points always
correspond to the intersection between the 2D shapes. The
area contained in the intersection can be understood as the
enclosed region by the set of coordinates that fall between
the intersection points of any two shapes. Fig. 5 depicts what

Fig. 5: Top view of AAPs for N = 1,2,3 satellites, depicting
intersection points and intersection regions.

we can think of as a top view of the intersection points and
intersection areas for the three access areas that served as an
example in Fig. 2.

B. Model

a) Obtaining AAPs: The first step is to obtain the AAPs
corresponding to each satellite at a given time. To achieve
this, the satellite’s positions fixed with respect to the Earth
must be obtained through an orbital propagator such as a
simple two-body computing procedure, SGP4 propagator, or
High Precision Orbit Propagators (HPOP) [2]. Once obtained,
the Earth-intersecting conical field of view for each satellite
is computed using a method proposed by Nugnes et al. [25],
[26], [39] to obtain conical fields of view. They propose two
procedures: either modeling a nadir-pointing conical sensor of
a certain aperture (ηhor in Fig. 6) mounted on the satellite or
setting a certain elevation threshold over the horizon (ε1,2 in
Fig. 6) as a constraint for access. This last procedure requires
numerical methods, as there is no analytical solution to obtain
the coordinates for the conical intersection. The published
algorithm proposes a step-by-step successive approximations
algorithm to evaluate different values for aperture angles until
the desired elevation threshold value, εtarget is found, within
a certain margin of tolerance [39].The number of iterations
in this approach requires finding a single conic intersection
coordinate depending on factors such as the target angle and
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Fig. 6: Diagram of a Spacecraft, Earth-intersecting points, and
defined angles, where ê is the unit direction vector along the
major semi-axis and û is the unit direction vector along the
semi-minor axis.

the step size used to reach it. This means it can take thousands
of iterations, which can be impractical for some scenarios.
We propose a binary search algorithm that has the potential
to significantly decrease the number of iterations required
to achieve the same goal, thus offering a potentially more
efficient alternative to the cited approach. The algorithm is
analogous for finding both P 1 and P 2, as seen in Fig. 6, and
works as follows:

1) Obtain the first endpoint for each of the search intervals,
η1sup

, and η2sup
, as the values for η1,2 that correspond

to the points T 1,2 respectively. There cannot be half-
aperture angles η greater than those values since they will
be associated with points over the surface of the Earth.

2) Obtain the second endpoint for each of the search in-
tervals, η1inf

, and η2inf
, as the values of η1,2 that

correspond to one degree less than the computed value
for a spherical Earth model [2]:

η1,2 inf
= arcsin

R⊕ cos ε1,2
∥P 1,2∥

− 1 deg. (1)

where R⊕ is the average Earth radius. A value of 1 degree
is used since it is the maximum error between the oblate
and spherical Earth models [25], unless this operation
results in a negative elevation, where a value of 0 degrees
is used instead.

3) Compute the initial guess for η1,2 as the half interval
between endpoints for each one:

η1,2 =
η1,2 sup

+ η1,2 inf

2
(2)

and obtain the values for ε1,2.
4) Compute the differences between ε1,2 and εtarget. If

the differences are within the defined tolerance, end the
search.

5) Update the endpoints according to the obtained ε1,2,
reducing the search interval, and repeat from step 3).

We will present an example in which a point P 1 is
to be found, at different elevation threshold target values,
for a spacecraft located at the fixed coordinates [x, y, z] =
[−990.945,−5817.571, 3334.217]. A single point is obtained
with a rotation angle ψ = 0 for the rotation matrix A321

described in Eq. 43 of the generic pointing case Coverage
Region Determination method [25]. The number of iterations
needed to converge at the εtarget with a 0.001-degree tolerance
for the successive approximations (A) [39] and the binary
search1 (B) algorithms are presented in Table II.

TABLE II: Obtained positions and number of iterations for al-
gorithms A (successive approximations) and B (binary search)
at different εtarget values

εtarget Alg. Obtained position [km]
ε1 N◦ Iter.x y z

5◦
A 781.945 -5557.115 3020.954 5.0091 105
B 782.671 -5557.065 3020.858 5.0005 10

15◦
A 145.495 -5572.148 3089.708 14.9995 845
B 145.477 -5572.147 3089.710 14.9999 12

25◦
A -208.277 -5556.276 3114.431 25.0046 2035
B -208.140 -5556.285 3114.423 24.9995 11

35◦
A -421.511 -5538.366 3124.686 35.0006 3444
B -421.507 -5538.366 3124.686 35.0005 13

b) Transformation: The second step is to define a bijec-
tive transformation capable of mapping the AAPs defined in
a GCS into a continuous Euclidean plane. This means that,
due to the injective-surjective behavior of the transformation
needed, we shall be able to retrieve coordinates again into the
non-euclidean plane. This transformation shall also preserve
the intersection points between AAPs, such that any inter-
section point or region mapped into the Euclidean plane can
be retrieved again into GCS coordinates. The core strategy
is the following: to map AAPs into a Euclidean plane and
there, find the AAPs intersections and anti-transform them
back again into GCS coordinates, which can subsequently be
stored or fed into a Geographical Information System (GIS),
a type of database containing geographic data [40], to obtain
metrics such as surface. Let {LNE} be a set of the AAPs
GCS coordinates in the non-euclidean (NE) plane and T , a
transformation that maps the coordinates into a euclidean (E)
plane, we need to verify that:

T {{LNE}} = {LE} (3)

and that:
T −1

{{
LE

}}
= {LNE} (4)

with bijective behavior. This is, we need to verify that:

T −1
{
T
{{

LNE
}}}

= {LNE} (5)

Our aim is to find an intersection in the euclidean plane such
that, if we have two intersecting AAPs {LNE

1 } and {LNE
2 },

we can verify that:

{LNE
1 } ∩ {LNE

2 } = T −1{{LE
1 } ∩ {LE

2 }} (6)

Where T −1 is the anti-transformation that remaps coordinates
from the Euclidean plane back into the non-euclidean space.
The process is depicted for two AAPs in Fig. 7.

1Available at https://github.com/santiagohenn/oblate-earth-coverage-java
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Fig. 7: Two AAPs intersecting in the Non-Euclidean plane (left), transformed to the Euclidean space (center) and the retrieved
intersection (blue) in the Non-Euclidean space again (right)

Since intersections are easy to solve in the 2D Euclidean
plane, having a transformation T that verifies the requirements
in the scope of LEO Satellites AAPs allows us to use a
recursive technique that can be applied to k-combinations from
a given set S of N satellites’ AAPs to obtain every intersection
in a specific moment in time. Due to our historical need to use
flat maps, several transformations are used to map Earth’s (and
other celestial bodies) surface into a Euclidean plane. These
transformations are called Cartographic Transformations, and
although projections are considered in several fields of pure
mathematics, map projections specifically refer to those in Car-
tography. All projections of a spheroid on a plane necessarily
distort the surface somehow and to some extent. Finding the
right one demands a compromise where not all transformed
regions’ properties are preserved [41]. More generally, a map
projection and any method of flattening a continuous curved
surface onto a plane can be considered. Since we are especially
interested in intersections between AAPs (which are curved
continuous surfaces), a conformal map projection will be used
as our transformation T , as described in Eq. 3. Specifically,
we will use stereographic projection.

Projection plane

O

N

S
P'

P

Fig. 8: Diagram of a stereographic projection with its reference
point at the North Pole.

The stereographic projection is a smooth, bijective trans-
formation that projects a sphere or spheroid (non-euclidean
surface) onto a Euclidean plane. The projection is defined

on the entire spheroid, except at the projection point. It
is conformal, meaning it preserves angles at which curves
meet, but is neither isometric nor equivalent (area-preserving).
Still, we can compromise on this projection since shapes and
areas are subjects to be addressed in the non-euclidean plane.
Stereographic projections are obtained by projecting points P
on the surface of the sphere from a sphere’s pole to a point
P ′ in a plane tangent to the other pole, as it is depicted in
Fig. 8, exemplifying a projection from the North pole onto a
plane tangent to the South pole. Transformation equations for
a pair of geographic coordinates x and y are:

x = k cosϕ sin (λ− λ0) (7)

y = k [cosϕ0 sinϕ− sinϕ0 cosϕ sin (λ− λ0)] (8)

Where λ0 is the central longitude, ϕ0 is the central latitude,
and:

k =
2R

1 + sinϕ0 sinϕ+ sinϕ0 cosϕ cos (λ− λ0)
(9)

Inverse formulas to retrieve the latitude ϕ and longitude λ
are:

ϕ = sin−1

(
cos c sinϕ0 +

y sin c cosϕ0
ρ

)
(10)

λ = λ0 + tan−1

(
x sin c

ρ cosϕ0 cos c− y sinϕ0 sin c

)
(11)

Where ρ =
√
x2 + y2 and c = 2 tan−1

(
ρ
2R

)
and the two-

argument form of the tangent function should be used for this
calculation. We can finally define our transformation T for
a pair of angles (ϕ, λ) as a stereographic mapping function
that applies Eqs. 8 and 9 to ϕ and λ respectively, such that
T {(ϕ, λ)} = (x, y) and the inverse stereographic mapping
T −1 as a function that applies Eqs. 10 and 11 to the coordi-
nates x and y respectively, such that T −1{(x, y)} = (ϕ, λ).
Since the stereographic projection is bijective, it is verified
that T −1 {T {(ϕ, λ)}} = (ϕ, λ), which grants us the kind of
symmetry we were looking for, as portrayed by Eq. 5.

We will now present an example to clarify the method
further and provide the reader with an intermediate step to
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validate the equation and methods. Suppose two polygons with
3 vertices in GCS coordinates, in degrees:

LNE
1 = {(−80,−20), (−80,−150), (−80, 100)}

and
LNE
2 = {(−85, 150), (−70,−70), (−70, 0)}

Applying Eqs. 7 and 8 to LNE
1 and LNE

2 with (ϕ0, λo) =
(−90, 0) yields the following sets of pairs, truncated to three
decimal places:

T {LNE
1 } = LE

1 = {(−381.277,−1047.552),
(−557.391,−965.429),
(1097.846,−193.579)}

and
T {LNE

2 } = LE
2 = {(278.164,−481.794),

(−2111.265, 768.437),
(0.0, 2246.761)}

Both sets of coordinates are depicted in Fig. 9, where curves
following a geodesic have been traced within the polygon
coordinates. Eqs. 10 and 11 can be applied to the coordinates

    0°  + 60°  +120°  +180°  +240°  +300°  +360°

 -90°  

 -60°  

 -30°  

   0°  

-2000 -1500 -1000 -500 500 1000

x

-1000

1000

2000
y

Fig. 9: LNE
1 and LNE

2 sets depicted over a portion of the
Earth in a Miller cylindrical projection and the transformed
(non-projected) sets LE

1 and LE
2 focused on Cartesian axes

within the Figure

contained in LE
1 and LE

2 to obtain the original sets LNE
1 and

LNE
2 .

c) Method: Having the transformation, we can describe
a recursive method to obtain AAP intersections, which also
define our coverage areas served by N multiple satellites.
Multiple options exist for performing polygon intersections,
which are part of the family of the so-called Polygon Boolean
operations. These operations are part of the Computational
Geometry field, where applying Boolean algebra to polygons
is a key aspect in computer graphics [42]. We will use the
Martinez-Rueda Algorithm [43]. This algorithm extends the
plane sweep technique [44] and works in three steps:

1) Subdivide the edges of the polygons at their intersection
points.

2) Select those subdivided edges that lie inside the other
polygon or not, depending on the operation.

3) Join the edges selected in step 2 to form the resulting
polygon.

Taking the sets LE
1 and LE

2 from the example in paragraph
III-B0b, applying the intersection algorithm, and truncating to
three decimal places, we obtain:

LE
1 ∩ LE

2 = {(278.164,−481.794),
(−480.355,−84.910),
(−381.277, 1047.552),
(169.356, 585.51)}

at which point we can apply the anti-transformation T −1

to retrieve the geographic coordinates in the non-Euclidean
space. In degrees:

T −1{LE
1 ∩ LE

2 } = {(−85.0, 150.0),
(−85.615,−100.024),
(−80,−20),
(−84.522, 16.132)}

Fig. 11 details the intersection LE
1 ∩ LE

2 in Cartesian axes,
used to obtain LNE

1 ∩ LNE
2 = T −1{LE

1 ∩ LE
2 } which

corresponds to the required symmetry, according to Eq. 6.
Fig. 10 shows examples of the transformation-intersection-
inverse transformation procedures on semi-circular AAPs in
the northern polar region.

    0°  + 60°  +120°  +180°  +240°  +300°  +360°

 -90°  

 -60°  

 -30°  

   0°  

-2000 -1000 1000

x

-1000

1000

2000
y

Fig. 11: LNE
1 and LNE

2 and their intersection over a portion of
the Earth in Miller’s cylindrical projection and the transformed
(non-projected) sets LE

1 , LE
2 and their intersection, focused on

Cartesian axes within the Figure

If we have a constellation comprised of N satellites, we
will have N starting AAPs over the surface of the Earth and,
at most, all of them intersecting in a given instant in time.
Nevertheless, this might be impossible due to design restric-
tions since constellations are usually designed to be spread
apart, particularly in satellite communications, where sparse
constellations show promising future [27], [45]. Furthermore,
some constellations won’t allow some AAPs intersections to
occur. If we posed the case of two LEO satellites sharing
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Fig. 10: (a) Intersection of two AAPs on the Non-Euclidean GCS (left) mapped to a stereographic projection (center) where
the intersection is performed and then remapped onto the GCS (right). (b) Depiction of two AAPs intersecting over an Earth’s
Pole, showing the discontinuity that results from flattening the Non-Euclidean plane (left). Retrieval of the intersection (right)
is possible since the stereographic projection (center) preserves information about the polygons’ intersection points.

the same orbital plane and phased 180◦ in anomaly from
each other, their AAPs will never intersect. It is possible
to analyze the maximum number of intersecting AAPs that
any N-sized constellation can allow, restricting the problem
of finding all viable intersections. This number is given by
the mathematical combination of the maximum K satellites
capable of projecting overlapped areas, at any given moment
in time, from a given constellation of size N. The possible k-
combinations from a given set S of N elements are denoted in
elementary combinatorics texts by C(N, k) or by a variation
such as Ck

N . The following formula gives this number:

Ck
N =

N !

k! (N − k)!
(12)

If k is such that k <= K, then the number of operations
O(K, N) needed to analyze every possible AAPs intersection
at any given point in time is:

2O(K, N) =

K∑
k=2

Ck
N (13)

which is the sum of all possible combinations given by
equation 12 for all possible values of k. If we define a snapshot
as a particular point in time within the scenario timespan tsc,
the dynamics of the analysis will be approximated by the
discretization of said scenario in several snapshots, separated
by a time step value ts. The number of snapshots needed for
the complete scenario simulation is Nts = tsc/ts. Therefore
the maximum required AAP operations Nop per simulation is:

Nop = Nts

K∑
k=1

Ck
N , (14)

where k is the number of satellites visible from our computed
coverage area and starts at 1 because starting AAPs need to

2if starting AAPs are to be excluded from the numbers, then k = 2,
otherwise k = 1.
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be computed. Equation 14 gives us a notion of complexity
for the computations needed, which is directly proportional to
the constellation size and the simulation time and inversely
proportional to the maximum possible amount of AAP inter-
sections permitted by the constellation design.

C. The algorithm

Given a satellite set S of size N , and assuming we have the
starting AAPs {LNE

n } for n = 1, 2, ..., N , we need to generate
all the subsets of possible combinations. These AAPs can
depend on sensors, cameras FOVs, antenna radiation patterns,
etc., which can be drawn about the Sub Satellite Point (SSP)
provided by an orbital propagator. In this work, we will assume
that a line of sight at TH degrees over the horizon from a GCS
coordinates to a satellite is sufficient to consider favorable
access. As an example, if we have 4 satellites, we need
to compute the starting AAPs {LNE

1 }, {LNE
2 }, {LNE

3 }, and
{LNE

4 }. If all four of them are capable of intersecting (due to
the constellation design), then the amount of subsets needed
is given by the equation 13:

O(4, 4) =

4∑
k=2

C4
4 =

4∑
k=2

4!

k! (4− k)!
= 11 (15)

If we refer to each AAP via their index n to simplify nota-
tion, as given by the satellites 1 through 4, all 11 possible sub-
sets are {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3},
{1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}. Where {1, 2} is the
pair of AAPs from satellites 1 and 2, {1, 3} is the pair from
satellites 1 and 3, and so on. An algorithm that obtains all
possible subsets from the constellation parameters is designed.
This algorithm takes N and K as parameters. It gives back
a collection of index sets C, which can be used to obtain
the necessary parameters of a satellite from a dictionary-like
type of data structure. The next step is to map all AAPs into
the Euclidean plane, applying the stereographic transformation
T to perform the intersections. However, optimization is
possible at this step. Suppose geodesics are traced between
AAPs, depending on the footprint conditions. In that case,
intersections can be quickly discarded if conditions that allow
them are impossible: e.g., two satellites sufficiently far apart
so that twice the Maximum Earth Central Angle of each line
of sight FOV is less than the geodesic distance between the
SSPs. After every impossible intersection has been filtered out,
transformation and the subsequent intersection are performed
on every subset.

{LE
i }⋂n

i=1
=

n⋂
i=1

T {LNE
i } (16)

and from this, we can obtain and store our desired intersection:

I = {LNE
i }⋂n

i=1
= T −1{T {LNE

i }} (17)

Intersection I is a collection of pairs of angles (latitudes
and longitudes) in the Geographic Coordinate System. These
collections can be fed to state-of-the-art GIS databases to
obtain metrics like precise area values. When obtaining I,

information about the number of satellites with access to that
particular intersection is preserved, as it is the size of the
evaluated subset C. Information about the specific satellites
can also be preserved through their unique index, contained
in C. Every obtained intersection I at a given point in time
(t) for the scenario is, in turn, stored in a set that represents
every AAP occurring at the surface of the Earth for every
combination of satellites involved. We will call this set At

such that:

At = {I1, I2, ..., IK} (18)

The collection of every set At such that 0 < t < tsc where
tsc is the scenario time-span, and each t is spaced ts units of
time between each other, as stated in section III-B, gives us a
discrete analysis that models the coverage of the constellation
over time. This dataset can be stored and used to perform
analysis over several ROIs on the Earth without the need for
re-propagating orbits. Thus, the obtained information can be
re-used if the constellation’s initial parameters do not change.

D. Percentage of Coverage
So far, the model outputs a set of intersections At that

provides information about coverage regions and the number
of satellites in sight for each one of them. This number can
be between one and K as given in equation 13. Any number
of accessed satellites k greater than one means an intersection
occurs between AAPs with k − 1 satellites in sight. If we
intersect a ROI over the surface of the Earth with each Ii ∈ At

for each time-step in our given scenario, we can obtain the
metric of Percentage of Coverage for at least k satellites for
any k that we need. This is a crucial metric for designing
constellations, giving a precise sense of shared access for a
particular region. The visibility scale ranges from zero (or zero
percent) when no satellites are in sight to one (or one hundred
percent) when the entire ROI has visibility over at least k
satellites. To obtain the Percentage of Coverage, a recursive
intersection is performed between every member of At, with
a polygon R that defines the ROI, such that R is a set of GSC
coordinates. The intersection is performed using the algorithm
described in section III-C. At each time step, the resulting
set of intersections IR is subjected to a union operation, also
called a boolean OR procedure, for each k possible satellite in
sight. For each k the union U that will result from m obtained
intersections is given by:

U =

m⋃
i=1

IRi
(19)

The procedure described by equation 19 can yield one or more
polygons. This depends on whether the polygons IRi

intersect
or not. If we define S as a function that takes a polygon X and
computes the Coverage Area (C.A.) for that particular polygon
on the surface of the Earth, such that C.A. = S(X ), the
Percentage of Coverage (PoC) for each k number of satellites
is given by:

PoCk =

∑n
i=1 S(Ui)

S(R)
(20)

where equation 19 is assumed to yield n polygons.
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E. Considerations and limitations

The stereographic transformation depends on the projection
point, which needs to be chosen with criteria for a given
distribution of satellites. Since the transformation is defined for
every point but the reference, if a given polygon includes the
reference point, algorithmic procedures have to be put in place
to prevent indetermination in the equations: e.g., changing
the reference or moving the problematic coordinate ever so
slightly, since just making the numbers different would suffice,
the introduced change should be within the error margins
considered for the case study. Another consideration to take
into account is the size of AAPs. If these areas cover more
than 90 degrees over the surface of the Earth, certain projection
points can distort the polygon’s shape and cause unexpected
results. Given their proximity to the Earth, LEO orbits won’t
exhibit this behavior. However, putting the projection reference
inside these big polygons is a possible workaround, as shown
in section IV-C. The amount of polygons that need to be
analyzed at each time-step affects the computation time and
depends on the size of the constellation and the number
of satellite’s AAPs that could feasibly intersect, meaning
that a great number of satellites with a great number of
possible interactions among them ramps up the algorithm’s
processing necessities. Then, the maximum possible number
of combinations to be analyzed per time-step is given by Eq.
13 and the maximum number of operations per simulation
by equation 14, both when K = N . In these conditions,
the number of operations grows exponentially with N , the
constellation size. It quickly shoots up for values greater than
N = 25, when operations are in the order of 33 · 106,
compared to 2 · 106 if K = 8 or 15 · 103 if K = 4, at
the same constellation size. As explained in Section III-B,
the tendency towards sparse constellations and the desire to
maximize access frequency over regions of interest makes
situations where lots of satellite’s AAPs overlap both unlikely
and undesirable.

IV. RESULTS

We present three case studies to test the model and compare
our results with AGI’s STK software. Percentage of coverage
from at least N-satellites for three scenarios comprising a
constellation and a ROI are used as the only constellation
performance metric in this work, albeit measures of frequency
such as coverage intervals or gaps can be obtained directly
from the outputs of the algorithm, increasing the propagation
time. The intent and purpose of these case studies are to
evaluate how the proposed model performs concerning state-
of-the-art software. Constellations, albeit feasible, are fictional.
Nonetheless, the cases are inspired by real-life remote sensing
applications. STK combines coverage definition and area
target objects to define a grid used in a net-point procedure
to obtain a Percentage of Access. Three granularity values (g)
are used for the net-point methods in each case study. In all
cases, the reference projection point is set to (ϕ0, λo) = (0, 0),
and 50 coordinates were used to draw the AAPs conic inter-
sections, positioned at the point on Earth that complies with
a visibility threshold over the horizon of 5 degrees. Points are

placed at equal intervals considering a sweep angle from the
SSP, starting in the directions of ê and û (see Fig. 6), which
means that coordinates are at 360◦

50 degrees apart. The Binary-
Search approach obtains the Earth’s intersecting points with a
convergence tolerance of 0.001 degrees.

All orbital elements used are dated to December 1st, 2022,
at precisely 19:00:00 UTCG, and true anomalies are used
in the tables. Propagation is performed using a Simplified
Perturbations Model SGP4 propagator with time-steps of 60
seconds, part of the Orekit project [46], based on David
Vallado’s work [47], [48]. This model calculates orbital state
vectors of satellites relative to the Earth-centered inertial
coordinate system with a simplified drag model and secular
and periodic orbital perturbations caused by Earth’s geometry,
with errors of ∼1 km that grow at a rate of ∼1-3 km/day. The
WGS84 system is used to model the Earth’s shape: 6378.137
km of major semi-axis, 6356.75231424 km of minor semi-axis,
and a flattening of 1/298.257223563. Statistical differences are
presented in Tables V, VIII and X where avg, max, and min
are the average, maximum, and minimum absolute differences
between models, σ and σ2 are the standard deviation and
variance, respectively. Minimum differences not informed in
the tables are zero. A fourth row is added to each table
corresponding to simulations performed without sub-sampling
algorithms in STK for a granularity density of 0.5 degrees.
Statistical values are truncated to three decimal places. The
average of 10 simulations3 is used for the computational times,
both for STK (STK) and our model (Mod). Said times are
truncated to the first decimal place.

A. First case

In this first case, we analyze three satellites whose AAPs
intersect a ROI that encloses the South-American territory,
known to have wide isolated areas such as the Amazonas
rainforest, Patagonia, or the Andes mountain range, of great
interest in satellite applications and remote sensing missions
[49]–[51]. The coordinates that define the ROI polygon are
presented in Table III. The satellite’s elements are shown in
Table IV.

TABLE IV: Orbital elements of the three satellites for the first
case

Satellite a [km] e i [deg.] Ω [deg.] ω [deg.] ν [deg.]
1 6978.135 0 80 290 0 280
2 6978.135 0 80 290 0 300
3 6978.135 0 80 300 0 290

Propagation is performed for 30 minutes, starting at
18:50:00 UTCG. A snapshot of the three AAPs corresponding
to the satellites can be observed in Fig. 12. The model is
applied to the scenario, and the Percentage of Coverage is
obtained for every k possible satellite in sight: 1, 2, or 3.
Results are shown in Fig. 13. The satellites traverse their orbit
from South to North, so an increase in PoC is expected until
they reach a maximum, after which coverage starts to decrease

3A 6th Gen. i5 computer with 16GB of RAM is used to perform the
simulations.
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Fig. 12: Snapshot of three satellite AAPs intersecting a ROI over South America (first case study).

TABLE III: Defining coordinates for the ROI in the first case

Latitude [deg.] Longitude [deg.]
-55.634522 -63.34879
13.353532 -76.798171
-46.63608 -62.055581
8.172611 -80.677799

-41.455159 -55.589533
1.628289 -82.229651

-31.093317 -47.830275
-2.734591 -85.591996
-25.367036 -42.916078
-10.642313 -82.488293
-21.822195 -37.484598
-18.550035 -77.574096
-14.459834 -35.932746
-21.276835 -73.435825
-6.824792 -32.311759
-31.093317 -75.246319
1.082929 -41.105585

-39.273719 -77.315454
4.35509 -48.347559

-46.09072 -76.022245
10.081371 -56.882742
-51.817001 -77.056812
13.626212 -65.93521
-55.089162 -74.470393
-57.270602 -68.262987

as satellites leave the sight of the ROI. Statistical analysis of
the differences between the proposed model and STK’s outputs
can be observed in Table V. These differences diminish as the
grid granularity decreases, and the ROI is accessed by at least
1, 2, and 3 satellites at some point in the considered scenario.

B. Second case

For the second case, a constellation of 15 satellites is
designed. The ROI, in this case, is a polygon enclosing
Greenland, an arctic region of particular interest in space
missions, due in part to its isolation and the fast changes it
is experiencing due to global warming [52], [53]. The ROI
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Fig. 13: Percentage of Coverage obtained for k = 1, 2, 3
satellites for the first case study.

coordinates are depicted in Table VI. The test constellation is
comprised of three planes of 5 satellites each. The satellites
are separated 20 degrees from each other in each plane, and
each plane is 20 degrees apart from the next one in the
Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN) parameter.
Given this constellation, no more than 6 AAPs can intersect
each other at the same time. Table VII displays the orbital
elements of the first satellite in each plane. To obtain the
elements of the remaining satellites, we increment the anomaly
of each element by 20 degrees relative to the previous one.
Propagation is performed for 60 minutes, starting at 19:00:00
UTCG. A snapshot of the constellation can be observed in Fig.
14. The model is applied to the scenario, and the percentage
of Coverage is obtained for every k possible satellite in
sight: 1 to 15. Results are shown in Fig. 15, and a statistical
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TABLE V: Statistical differences between the proposed model (Mod) and STK (AGI’s System Tool Kit) for the first case
study.

Number of satellites in sight (k)
Time [s] 1 2 3

g [deg.] STK Mod avg max min σ σ2 avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2

0.5 23.8 0.5 0.092 0.210 0 0.102 0.010 0.054 0.177 0.075 0.005 0.025 0.112 0.037 0.001
2.5 2.1 0.449 1.378 0.007 0.556 0.309 0.264 0.728 0.333 0.111 0.231 0.876 0.336 0.113
4.5 0.8 0.829 3.118 0.017 1.133 1.285 0.750 3.248 1.046 1.095 0.537 1.483 0.729 0.532

0.5 (1) 13.8 4.891 12.288 5.10−4 3.027 9.163 4.413 11.186 3.573 12.771 2.746 7.063 2.482 6.164
(1) Without using sub-sampling algorithms

TABLE VI: Coordinates that define the polygon around Green-
land for the second case study.

Latitude [deg.] Longitude [deg.]
59.639134 -46.905107
82.562197 -20.073398
58.907547 -44.245067
84.756959 -27.475249
60.126859 -42.163297
84.87889 -37.768448

62.565482 -41.122411
83.903441 -48.061647
64.39445 -38.924987

83.293785 -59.280077
65.004106 -36.264947
82.196404 -64.600157
65.857624 -33.373599
81.099023 -68.532391
67.198868 -31.291828
79.026193 -73.968125
67.198868 -28.284826
77.197225 -73.505509
68.296248 -24.468247
75.855982 -71.192431
69.881354 -20.882975
74.63667 -67.260197

72.198046 -20.536013
75.002464 -63.906234
73.905083 -18.338589
74.514739 -58.933115
76.221776 -17.297704
72.198046 -56.735691
79.635849 -15.909857
69.637491 -55.579151
80.855161 -11.168046
65.857624 -54.306958
83.049922 -11.861969
63.175138 -52.687803
60.858446 -50.374725

TABLE VII: Orbital elements for the first satellite on each
plane

Satellite a [km] e i [deg.] Ω [deg.] ω [deg.] ν [deg.]
1 6778.135 0 80 250 0 220
2 6978.135 0 80 270 0 220
3 6978.135 0 80 290 0 220

analysis comparing the results with STK’s outputs is shown
in Table VIII. Statistical differences between our model and
STK diminish as the grid granularity increases. Our model
and STK show that overlapped access to at least 7 satellites
is never achieved throughout the analyzed period, with zero
percentage of access for k = 7, 8. This indicates that coverage
can be achieved with at most 6 satellites in this scenario.

C. Third case

In this third case, we analyze seven satellites. Five are
in LEO, while the remaining are in Medium and Geosyn-
chronous Earth Orbits. The ROI is defined as a region over
the Caribbean, delimited between -90 and -60 degrees of
longitude and 0 to 30 degrees of latitude. In this case,
the square is drawn using straight lines rather than great
circles.. The Caribbean region is of great interest in satellite
applications, particularly in disaster management, given the
number of tropical storms endured by the region each year
[54], [55]. This region is also continuously monitored with
Geostationary satellites, given its proximity to the equator. It
is continuously watched, for example, by the Geostationary
Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) operated by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Table IX shows the satellite’s elements. The maximum allowed
number of overlapping satellites is set to 5. Propagation is
performed for 30 minutes, starting at 18:50:00 UTCG. A
snapshot of the seven AAPs corresponding to the satellites can
be observed in Fig. 16 and results both in Fig. 17 and Table X.
As with the previous case studies, our polygon-based approach
and the STK results converge as the grid granularity increases.
Our analysis shows that the ROI is always accessible by at
least one satellite, as expected with the deployed geostationary
satellite. Additionally, our results indicate that no more than
four satellites can access the ROI simultaneously, which aligns
with the orbital plane phasing of the five LEO satellites.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have proposed and tested a methodology
to obtain coverage areas over the surface of the Earth. The
presented model permits the systematization of procedures that
obtain precise coverage metrics for Satellite Constellations.
We designed and implemented an alternative to traditional
net-point-based techniques to obtain coverage metrics by
leveraging key polygon-based Boolean operations algorithms
and oblate-Earth models. By revising the Coverage Area
Determination for Conical Fields of View Considering an
Oblate Earth algorithm and proposing an alternative way to
determine Earth intersections, we increased the convergence
speed potentially. This could result in a reduction of the
number of iterations needed for each point, from possibly
hundreds or thousands to tens, depending on the step and limits
used. Results show that Access Area Polygons can be obtained
through recursive algorithms at each time step in a desired
scenario simulation. These procedures can be automatized
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Fig. 14: Snapshot of 15 satellite’s AAPs intersecting a ROI over Greenland (second case study).

TABLE VIII: Statistical differences between the proposed model (Mod) and STK (AGI’s System Tool Kit) for the second case
study.

Number of satellites in sight (k) (1)
Time [s] 1 2 3 4 5 6

g [deg.] STK Mod avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2

0.5 49.7 13.2 0.584 8.539 1.6997 2.8891 0.634 6.556 1.597 2.552 0.799 5.838 1.693 2.869 0.584 6.439 1.281 1.642 0.619 5.643 1.325 1.756 0.262 3.225 0.682 0.465
2.5 4.9 0.735 8.698 1.905 3.630 0.527 6.535 1.511 2.284 1.341 6.416 2.265 5.130 1.158 7.887 2.205 4.862 1.173 9.091 2.295 5.268 0.594 6.186 1.402 1.966
4.5 3.6 1.223 13.631 3.159 9.980 1.054 11.059 2.965 8.793 2.078 12.231 3.935 15.488 2.209 15.643 4.278 18.305 2.344 14.113 4.425 19.581 1.210 10.729 2.785 7.757

0.5 (2) 31.2 2.729 34.380 6.369 40.570 2.601 27.168 5.916 35.008 6.205 42.501 8.877 78.805 16.277 68.372 22.803 520.001 11.504 55.864 17.001 289.044 3.473 19.890 6.597 43.532

(1) Results for k = 7, 8 are zero.
(2) Without using sub-sampling algorithms.
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Fig. 15: Percentage of Coverage obtained for k = 1 − 8
satellites for the second case study. Results for k = 7, 8 are
zero.

to yield results for any part of the Earth. In particular, we
showed that increasing the precision of traditional net-point
algorithms (increasing the grid’s granularity) in trusted state-
of-the-art software delivers results that approach the ones from
our proposed model at lower speeds. For the case studies

TABLE IX: Orbital elements of the seven satellites for the
third case study

Satellite a [km] e i [deg.] Ω [deg.] ω [deg.] ν [deg.]
1 42166.2587 0 80 290 0 285.6

2 (1) 26560.721 0.009092 53.266 135.682 33.188 157.627
3 6978.135 0 60 300 30 -180
4 6978.135 0 60 300 30 -160
5 6978.135 0 60 300 30 -140
6 6978.135 0 60 300 30 -120
7 6978.135 0 60 300 30 -100

(1) A GPS satellite elements are used

presented, we obtained increments between 3 and 73 times
in computation speed compared to the net-point method at
0.5 degrees of granularity, as shown in Tables V, VIII and
X. Although a trade-off between speed and granularity can be
made for the net point approach, this increases the differences
with the proposed model and does not always result in better
time performance, as shown in the third case study results,
in Table X. There, even with a 4.5-degree granularity, our
method is shown to be faster. We also demonstrated that
depriving STK of its convergence algorithms significantly
increases the differences obtained, going as high as 68%, as
shown in the second case study, hinting that time-dependent
propagation procedures based on numerical integration, such
as High Precision Orbital Propagators, would further increase
the computation time needed to obtain precise rise and set
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Fig. 16: Snapshot of five LEO, a MEO, and a GEO satellite’s AAPs intersecting a ROI over the Caribbean (third case study).

TABLE X: Statistical differences between the proposed model (Mod) and STK (AGI’s System Tool Kit) for the third case
study.

Number of satellites in sight (k) (1)
Time [s] 2 3 4

g [deg.] STK Mod avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2 avg max σ σ2

0.5 27.3 1.4 0.096 0.866 0.230 0.053 0.525 1.934 0.519 0.270 1.171 2.501 0.985 0.971
2.5 3.9 0.132 1.293 0.329 0.108 2.126 4.485 1.319 1.742 1.756 5.632 1.688 2.851
4.5 2.3 0.132 1.293 0.329 0.108 2.149 6.953 2.105 4.434 2.959 9.950 2.956 8.739

0.5 (2) 18.1 0.077 0.866 0.209 0.044 5.208 8.488 2.500 6.253 10.550 24.087 8.317 69.184
(1) Differences for k = 1 and k = 5 where 0.
(2) Without using sub-sampling algorithms.
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Fig. 17: Percentage of Coverage obtained for k = 1 − 5
satellites, third case study.

times for points in the surface of the Earth. Our model also
avoids problems with polar discontinuities arising from using
GCS coordinates as Euclidean pairs. As stated in the intro-
duction, the presented techniques significantly impact space
mission design and analysis, particularly those comprising
LEO Satellite Constellations. We have shown throughout our
results that a significant increase in speed for evaluating design

and operation scenarios can be achieved without sacrificing
the model’s precision for state-of-the-art software. Many satel-
lite applications and satellite-based services need information
about overlapping coverage access. They can benefit from an
automatized, open-source, fast, and precise model, especially
those in the field of telecommunications, where the modeling
of communication traffic and network throughput represents
the cutting-edge technologies being studied. For future work,
we identify four main lines of development:

1) Optimizing and improving the model: procedures such as
ban lists or satellite availability windows can be imple-
mented to optimize the algorithms further. e.g., instead of
comparing satellite positions, a ban list can be consulted
to determine if two satellites can intersect. This can also
be applied to establish constraints with time-dependant
availability windows, which bans communication and
therefore overlapping, using metrics such as energy or
sun exposure.

2) Using different kinds of sensors: apart from the line of
sight access areas or simple conic sensors, some other
type of sensors should be explored, such as rectangular
or even an antenna’s radiation pattern. Procedures for
constructing these AAPs over an oblate surface constitute
an interesting line of research.

3) Constellation optimization: applying this model as part
of an optimization algorithm that takes action on con-
stellation parameters (such as orbital elements) based on
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an output metric that reflects any multi-asset operation
aspect and iterates over the system to find optimal sce-
narios.

4) Network models: the proposed techniques can be used in
synergy with ground-based telecommunication models to
adapt or evolve them so that they can be used to predict a
network’s behavior based on satellite constellations [56].

5) Network optimization: as a final goal, we aim to optimize
the operation of a satellite network considering both
network and constellation models so that communication
parameters and protocols can be dynamically optimized
to achieve optimality in terms of its capabilities.
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